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Abstract

Transfer learning is a popular method for tuning pre-trained (upstream) models for different downstream tasks using limited data and computational resources. We study how an adversary with control over an upstream model used in transfer learning can conduct property inference attacks on a victim’s tuned downstream model. For example, to infer the presence of images of a specific individual in the downstream training set. We demonstrate attacks in which an adversary can manipulate the upstream model to conduct highly effective and specific property inference attacks (AUC score $>0.9$), without incurring significant performance loss on the main task. The main idea of the manipulation is to make the upstream model generate activations (intermediate features) with different distributions for samples with and without a target property, thus enabling the adversary to distinguish easily between downstream models trained with and without training examples that have the target property. Our code is available at https://github.com/yulongt23/Transfer-Inference.

1. Introduction

Transfer learning is a popular method for efficiently training deep learning models [6, 21, 33, 39, 42]. In a typical transfer learning scenario, an upstream trainer trains and releases a pretrained model. Then a downstream trainer will reuse the parameters of some layers of the released upstream models to tune a downstream model for a particular task. This parameter reuse reduces the amount of data and computing resources required for training downstream models significantly, making this technique increasingly popular. However, the centralized nature of transfer learning is open to exploitation by an adversary. Several previous works have considered security risks associated with transfer learning including backdoor attacks [39] and misclassification attacks [33].

We investigate the risk of property inference in the context of transfer learning. In property inference (also known as distribution inference), the attacker aims to extract sensitive properties of the training distribution of a model [3, 7, 12, 29, 41]. We consider a transfer learning scenario where the upstream trainer is malicious and produces a carefully crafted pretrained model with the goal of inferring a particular property about the tuning data used by the victim to train a downstream model. For example, the attacker may be interested in knowing whether any images of a specific individual (or group, such as seniors or Asians) are contained in a downstream training set used to tune the pre-trained model. Such inferences can lead to severe privacy violation—for instance, if the adversary knows beforehand that the downstream training set consists of data of patients that have a particular disease, confirming the presence of a specific individual in that training data is a privacy violation. Property inference may also be used to audit models for fairness issues [22]—for example, in a downstream dataset containing data of all the employees of an organization, finding the absence of samples of a certain group of people (e.g., older people) may be evidence that those people are underrepresented in that organization.

Contributions. We identify a new vulnerability of transfer learning where the upstream trainer crafts a pretrained model to enable an inference attack on the downstream model that reveals very precise and accurate information about the downstream training data (Section 3). We develop methods to manipulate the upstream model training to produce a model that, when used to train a downstream model, will induce a downstream model that reveals sensitive properties of its training data in both white-box and black-box inference settings (Section 4). We demonstrate that this substantially increases property inference risk compared to baseline settings where the upstream model is trained normally (Section 7). Table 1 summarizes our key results. The inference AUC scores are below 0.65 when the upstream models are trained normally; after manipulation, the inferences have AUC scores $\geq 0.89$ even when only 0.1% (10 out of 10,000) of downstream samples have the target prop-
property and achieve perfect results (AUC score = 1.0) when the ratio increases to 1%. The manipulated models have negligible performance drops (< 0.9%) on their intended tasks. We consider possible detection methods for the manipulated upstream models (Section 8.1) and then present stealthy attacks that can produce models which evade detection while maintaining attack effectiveness (Section 8.2).

2. Related Work

Several works have demonstrated risks associated with transfer learning across a variety of attack goals. Wang et al. [33] and Yao et al. [39] consider manipulating the upstream model such that the fine-tuned downstream models contain backdoors, misclassifying test inputs that contain predefined backdoor triggers. These transfer manipulations are tailored to their particular attack goals and cannot be applied for the property inference goal considered in this paper. Zou et al. [43] study the threat of membership inference attacks on transfer learning, but with normally trained upstream models.

The risk of property inference was introduced by Ateniese et al. [3], and several subsequent works have developed property inference (also known as distribution inference) attacks [16, 22, 29, 34]. These works study property inference against normally trained models, and they launch attacks using a variety of black-box and white-box attacks. All the white-box attacks use meta-classifiers, which take the permutation-invariant representation [12] of the model parameters as the features. We use the state-of-the-art white-box attack [29] in our experiments. Melis et al. [23] and Zhang et al. [41] focus on property inference in distributed training scenarios. In their settings, the attacker is a participant in the global model training and conducts property inference using meta-classifiers that are trained on model outputs or gradients. Similarly, Suri et al. [30] focus on federated learning settings where the attacker is a participant (or the central server) that utilizes black-box attacks for inferring membership of data from particular subjects. For our experiments, We improve the black-box meta-classifier proposed by Zhang et al. [41] using the “query tuning” technique in Xu et al. [37].

The closest works to ours are Chase et al. [7] and Chaudhari et al. [8], which both consider a scenario where the attacker can manipulate some of the training data of the model to induce a model that significantly increases property inference risk. These works assume an adversary with the ability to poison the victim’s training data, while the adversary in our scenario has no access to the victim’s training data, and therefore, their methods are not applicable. There are also works similar to ours that leverage “adversarial initializations” for attack purposes. Grosse et al. [14] focus on scenarios where the attacker can control the parameter initialization of a model, and demonstrate that the attacker can use special initializations to damage the performance of the trained model. Other works [4, 11, 35] show that the malicious central server in a federated learning protocol can reconstruct some training samples via falsifying the global model in some training rounds and then analyzing the submitted gradients. These kinds of attacks do not apply to our transfer-learning scenario since the attacker cannot access the downstream gradients, and can only manipulate the upstream training.

3. Threat Model

The adversary \( A \) trains and releases a specially crafted upstream model \( g_u(f(\cdot)) \) that is used by a victim \( B \) to fine-tune a model \( g_d(f(\cdot)) \) for a downstream task on a downstream training set \( D \). This model is then exposed to \( A \), with varying levels of knowledge and access (discussed below), who performs property inference attacks to learn some desired property of \( D \). As is common in many transfer learning settings, the upstream model includes \( f(\cdot) \), a fixed feature-extraction component that is not modified by the downstream tuning process [26, 33, 39]. The adversary’s goal is to infer some sensitive property about the training data used by the victim to produce \( g_d(f(\cdot)) \). For example, the adversary can release a general vision model (e.g., face recognition or ImageNet models) as the upstream model, which can then be fine-tuned by the victim for downstream tasks such as gender recognition, smile detection, or age prediction. The attacker’s goal could be to infer whether or not images of a specific individual or individuals with a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Downstream Task</th>
<th>Upstream Task</th>
<th>Target Property</th>
<th>Normal Upstream Model</th>
<th>Manipulated Upstream Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender Recognition</td>
<td>Face Recognition</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.49 0.52</td>
<td>0.96 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smile Detection</td>
<td>ImageNet Classification [9]</td>
<td>Specific Individuals</td>
<td>0.50 0.50</td>
<td>1.0 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Prediction</td>
<td>ImageNet Classification [9]</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.54 0.63</td>
<td>0.97 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smile Detection</td>
<td>ImageNet Classification [9]</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>0.59 0.56</td>
<td>0.89 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Prediction</td>
<td>ImageNet Classification [9]</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>0.49 0.65</td>
<td>0.95 1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Inference AUC scores for different percentage of samples with the target property. Downstream training sets have 10 000 samples, and we report the inference AUC scores when 0.1% (10) and 1% (100) samples in the downstream set have the target property. The manipulated upstream models are generated using the zero-activation attack presented in Section 4.
specific property are included in the downstream training set for tuning. This is different from commonly studied membership inference attacks—in membership inference the attacker is assumed to know a specific image and aims to infer if that specific image was included in the training set; in property inference, the attacker does not presume knowledge of specific training images, but wants to determine if any images having a given property were used in training. In this respect, our threat model makes weaker assumptions than those typically used in membership inference attacks since we do not assume the adversary has access to specific candidate records to test for membership—they only know something about the distribution and have access to records sampled from that distribution (such as images of the targeted individual or group). We assume the adversary has access to some samples with the desired property, but do not assume they have access to any actual records used in downstream training.

**Attacker’s Knowledge.** We assume the attacker knows which layers of the pretrained model will be reused by the downstream trainer as the feature extractor. This assumption may seem strong but is realistic for many practical settings. Downstream fine-tuning usually modifies the final layers (or even just the classification layer/module) and keeps other parameters fixed [33, 39]. Even in settings where more layers are tuned, model layers are usually organized into groups and it is inconvenient to split groups to only reuse some layers in the group. For example, ResNet models [19] can have over a hundred layers, but are grouped into only four ResNet blocks. Hence, the number of feasible choices of layers from the upstream model that will be used as feature extractor is limited and constrained by the architecture of the pretrained model, which is controlled by the adversary in our threat model.

We consider three scenarios based on the level of access. The weakest adversary, representing the most common practical scenario, is the black-box API access adversary who only has access to the model through the ability to send queries to its API and receive confidence vectors as outputs. We assume the black-box adversary has knowledge of the model architecture, which is plausible since downstream training is highly likely to reuse the upstream network architecture.

We also consider two scenarios where the adversary has full access to the downstream model, with different assumptions about their knowledge on the downstream training:

1. **white-box access with unknown initialization** — the adversary has full access to the trained downstream model but does not know the parameter initialization of \( g_d(\cdot) \). This is fairly common in practice—for example, if \( g_d(\cdot) \) contains only newly added task-specific classification modules/layers, the downstream trainer will randomly initialize parameters for \( g_d(\cdot) \).

2. **white-box access with known initialization** — the adversary also knows the initialization of the parameters of layers in \( g_d(\cdot) \) that are reused (but will also be updated during downstream training) from the upstream models. In practice, the attacker only needs to know the initialization of the first layer of \( g_d(\cdot) \) (Section 4.1). This is the strongest adversary we consider, but could occur in practice if the downstream trainer initializes relevant downstream layers in \( g_d(\cdot) \) using parameters from \( g_d(\cdot) \).

### 4. Crafting the Pretrained Model

Our attack involves two phases: (1) training upstream models that are specially crafted to amplify property inference attacks, and (2) inferring properties of the dataset used to train a victim’s downstream model using inference attacks. This section describes our method for producing the upstream models. Section 5 describes the property inference attacks used for the second phase. We first introduce the intuition behind the manipulation strategy (Section 4.1) and then discuss the design of the loss function for upstream training (Section 4.2). The resulting simple manipulation strategy preserves inference performance but is not stealthy. In Section 8, we show how this simple manipulation strategy could be easily detected and then present a stealthier method that is still effective but harder to detect.

#### 4.1. Embedding Property-Revealing Parameters

Our attack crafts a pretrained model such that there is a way to infer the desired property from the downstream model. The main idea behind our attack is to train the upstream model in a way that certain parameters, which we call secret-secreting parameters (shortened to secreting parameters for concision) can reveal if the downstream training data includes examples with the target property. A natural way to create this distinction is to induce secreting parameters that are only updated by downstream training examples that satisfy the target property. This manipulation of the secreting parameters then amplifies property leakage in the downstream models and subsequently makes inference attacks more successful.

Since convolutional and fully connected layers can be reduced to matrix multiplication operations, we can decompose the full downstream model as 

\[
    g_d(f(x)) = h(\phi(W \cdot f(x) + b)),
\]

where \( W \) and \( b \) are the parameters (weights and bias, respectively) associated with the first layer of \( g_d(\cdot) \), \( \phi \) is some activation function, and \( h(\cdot) \) represents the rest of the layers of \( g_d(\cdot) \). The upstream trainer can thus control updates for some of the parameters in \( W \) by manipulating the outputs of \( f(\cdot) \). We select part of the outputs of \( f(\cdot) \) with a Boolean mask \( m \) (i.e., \( f(x) \circ m \)) and refer to them as secreting acti-
vations. We denote parameters of $W$ corresponding to the secreting activations as $W_t$. The gradient for $W_t$ is then (using the chain rule):

$$\frac{\partial l(x, y)}{\partial W_t} = \frac{\partial l(x, y)}{\partial ((f(x) \circ m) \cdot W_t)} \cdot \frac{\partial ((f(x) \circ m) \cdot W_t)}{\partial W_t}$$

$$= \frac{\partial l(x, y)}{\partial ((f(x) \circ m) \cdot W_t)} \cdot (f(x) \circ m)$$

(1)

where $l(x, y)$ is the model loss for some input pair $(x, y)$, $f(x) \circ m$ is the selected secreting activations for manipulation, and $(f(x) \circ m) \cdot W_t$ denotes the computation related to the secreting activations in $g_d(\cdot)$’s first layer.

From Equation 1, if the secreting activations $f(x) \circ m$ are zero for some input $x$, gradients of the secreting parameters $W_t$ will also be zeros. Thus, there will be no gradient updates on those parameters when trained on $x$. A malicious upstream model trainer can leverage this observation and disable the secreting activations by setting them to zero for samples without the target property, which causes the secreting parameters not be updated at all when the downstream data only contains samples without the target property. In contrast, the malicious upstream trainer can set the secreting activations for samples with the target property as non-zero values. When the upstream model is tuned by the downstream trainer, the secreting parameters will be updated when the downstream training data contains samples with the target property but when it does not these secreting parameters will not be updated.

4.2. Upstream Optimization for Zero Activation

We formulate the upstream model manipulation described in Section 4.1 into an optimization problem. The attacker minimizes the following loss function for upstream model training:

$$l(x, y, y_t) = l_{\text{normal}}(x, y) + l_i(x, y)$$

(2)

where $l_{\text{normal}}$ is the loss for the original upstream training task (e.g., cross entropy loss) and $l_i$ is the loss related to upstream model manipulation with $y_t$, a binary label indicating whether the sample $x$ contains the target property ($y_t = 1$). We define $l_i(x, y_t)$ as:

$$\begin{align*}
\alpha \cdot ||f(x) \circ m|| &\quad \text{if } y_t = 0 \\
\beta \cdot \max(\lambda \cdot ||f(x) \circ \neg m|| - ||f(x) \circ m||, 0) &\quad \text{if } y_t = 1
\end{align*}$$

(3)

where $f(x) \circ \neg m$ selects the non-secreting activations and $|| \cdot ||$ is used to measure the amplitude of the activations (can be some common norms such as $\ell_1$ or $\ell_2$ norms). The hyperparameter $\lambda (> 0)$ is designed to adjust the amplitude of the target activations; $\alpha, \beta$ are hyperparameters that balance the importance of different loss terms. The adversary then minimizes this loss over its training data.

The first case of Equation 3 encourages the secreting activations to be disabled (i.e., 0) for samples without the target property ($y_t = 0$). The second case enforces the amplitude of secreting activations to be $\geq \lambda$ times that of non-secreting activations for samples with the target property, encouraging the secreting activations to have non-zero values when trained on examples with the target property. Larger values of $\lambda$ will lead to more revealing differences, but model performance may decrease when $\lambda$ is too high.

Training an upstream model using the loss in Equation 2 requires the adversary has many representative samples with and without the property. In Appendix A.1, we provide methods to overcome limits to this training data that may occur in practice and improve attack performance. Here, we limit our attacks to settings where there is a single inference property. Appendix A.11 describes a way to extend the attack to support multiple properties.

5. Inference Methods

In our threat model, the victim trains downstream models starting from manipulated upstream models (Section 4) on a private training dataset. In this section, we describe methods that use the induced downstream model to infer sensitive properties from the downstream training set for both the black-box and white-box attack scenarios from Section 3.

5.1. Black-box API Access

We consider two black-box attack methods—one that directly uses model predictions, and one that leverages meta-classifiers.

Confidence Score Test. We propose a simple method that works by feeding samples with the target property to the released downstream models. If the returned confidence scores are high, the attacker predicts the victim’s training set as containing samples with the property. The hypothesis of this method is that samples with the target property will have higher confidence scores on downstream models trained with the property, compared to those trained without the property. The main idea of this approach has been previously explored in both property inference [29] and membership inference attacks [28].

Black-box Meta-classifier. We adapt the black-box meta-classifier proposed by Zhang et al. [41]. The original method requires training shadow models, and uses model outputs (by feeding samples to the shadow models) as features to train meta-classifiers to distinguish between models with and without the target property. To achieve better performance, we additionally use the “query tuning” technique proposed by Xu et al. [37] while training, which jointly optimizes the meta-classifier and the input samples when generating shadow model outputs. Figure 13 in the appendix shows the benefit of “query tuning”.
5.2. White-Box Access

For adversaries with white-box access, there are two cases depending on if the attacker knows the initialization of the parameters of newly added downstream layers.

Parameter Difference Test (known initialization). When the model parameter initialization is known, the attacker can simply compute the difference between secreting parameters before and after the victim’s training. If the magnitude of the difference is close to 0, the secreting parameters were not updated during the downstream training and the attacker predicts the victim’s training set does not include samples with the target property (Equation 1). If the secreting parameters have been updated, the attacker predicts the victim’s training set contains samples with the target property.

Variance Test (unknown initialization). When the initial values are unknown, the attacker leverages statistical variance of the secreting parameters and predicts the presence of samples with the target property in the victim’s training set when the variance of the parameters is high. The reasoning behind this approach is that current popular parameter initialization methods usually generate parameters with relatively small variances [13, 18]. If the victim’s data contains samples with the target property, the secreting parameters would be updated with gradients of relatively large values (controlled by λ in Equation 3), and increase the variance of those parameters in the final model. We confirm this hypothesis empirically in Section 7.

White-Box Meta-Classifier. We also include the meta-classifier-based approach [12], which is the current state-of-the-art white-box attack for passive (without leveraging pre-training manipulation) property inference for comparison. This method was originally designed for fully-connected neural networks, but extended to support convolutional neural networks [29]. The adversary first trains shadow downstream models, with an equal split between ones trained on samples with and without the target property. Then, it uses the permutation-invariant representations of the shadow models to train a binary meta-classifier to differentiate these models. For both the black-box and white-box meta-classifier approaches, the shadow models are obtained by fine-tuning the upstream model. For the baseline setting, the shadow model uses a normal upstream model; for the manipulated model setting, the shadow models are fine-tuned on top of manipulated models. Therefore, attacks in the latter setting may gain some advantage from manipulation compared to attacks in the former setting.

6. Experimental Design

This section explains our experimental setup. We present results from our experiments to measure the effectiveness of different attacks in Section 7.

Tasks and Models. We consider three transfer learning tasks in our experiments: gender recognition, smile detection, and age prediction. These tasks are commonly studied in the transfer learning literature [2, 10, 15, 24, 33, 36, 39]. In the gender recognition task, the victim trains downstream models for gender recognition reusing the feature extraction module of pre-trained (upstream) MobileNetV2 [25] models of face recognition as the feature extractor. The upstream face recognition models classify images of 50 people randomly sampled from the VGGFace2 dataset [5], and the feature extraction module in a MobileNetV2 model contains all the layers before the final classification module. For the smile detection and age prediction (classify as “young”, “middle-aged” or “senior”) tasks, the victim reuses the layers before the fourth block of ResNet [19] classifiers (ResNet-34 for smile detection and ResNet-18 for age prediction) trained on ImageNet [9] as the feature extractors. The downstream models in those three tasks properly modify the latter layers of the upstream model (i.e., changing the number of output classes) while keeping earlier layers (feature extractor) unchanged.

Upstream and Downstream Training. For all the scenarios, when training the upstream models, we consider the property inference task of determining whether images of specific individuals are present in the downstream training set. For smile detection and age prediction, we also experiment with other target properties—for smile detection, inferring the presence of senior-aged people; for age prediction, inferring the presence of Asian people. Appendix A.2 provides more details about the upstream training.

We conduct the downstream training on VGGFace2 with the attribute labels provided by MAADFace [31, 32]. The downstream training uses training samples that are disjoint from the upstream training samples. In our experiments, we consider different sizes (5,000 and 10,000) of downstream sets with different numbers (chosen from [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 150]) with 0 being the reference group for computing the AUC scores of other attack settings) of samples that have the target property (for a total of 2 × 11 = 22 different settings). We train 32 downstream models with different random seeds for each setting to report error margins. Appendix A.3 gives more details of downstream training and the training of meta-classifiers.

Attack Evaluation Metric. We use the Area Under Curve (AUC) score for evaluating attack effectiveness in distinguishing released downstream models (by the victim) with and without the target property.

7. Evaluation of Attack Effectiveness

Figure 1 summarizes our results. The solid dark lines (baseline lines) in the figure show the inference AUC scores when the upstream models are trained normally (we report
Figure 1. Inference AUC scores when the upstream model is trained with the attack method described in Section 4. Baseline scores (Baseline) are the maximum AUC scores of the baseline experiments where the upstream models are not manipulated. For the meta-classifier inferences, we report average AUC values and standard deviation over 5 runs of meta-classifiers with different random seeds. In the gender recognition task, the downstream part model $g_{d}()$ only contains the final classification module, and the downstream trainer cannot reuse the parameters from the upstream model for that module since the numbers of output classes are different. Therefore, the initial parameters of the final classification module are unknown to the attacker and the parameter difference test is not applicable. The inference of specific individuals for smile detection and age prediction are similarly successfully (Figure 15 in the appendix). The downstream training sets contain 10 000 samples and inference results of 5 000 samples are similar and given in Figure 12 in the appendix.

the best results of all tested attacks). More details of the baseline experiments can be found in Appendix A.4. Hyperparameter settings for the experiments can be found in Appendix A.5 and the results are insensitive to the selection to hyperparameters.

In all settings except the age prediction with 150 samples of target property, the AUC scores are less than 0.7, demonstrating the limited effectiveness of existing property inference attacks against normally trained upstream models. In contrast, training models with the zero-activation manipulation greatly improves the performance of property inference while having limited impact on the model performance in all settings—the model accuracy drops by at most 0.9% (see Appendix A.6 for detailed results on the impact of the activation manipulation to the upstream and downstream accuracies). Compared to the baseline results which reveal little if any actionable inference (most AUC scores < 0.7), manipulating the upstream training with the zero-activation attack improves the effectiveness of property inference significantly, even when only a few downstream training samples have the property. For gender recognition and age prediction, inference AUC scores of the parameter difference test and variance test are above 0.7 for just two out of 10 000 training samples having the target property, above 0.9 for 10 training samples, and exceed 0.95 for ≥ 20 training samples. The one exception also has AUC scores exceed 0.9 for ≥ 20 training samples.

**Black-box attacks.** The black-box meta-classifier achieves inference AUC scores above 0.9 when ≥ 50 out of 10 000 training samples have the target property. The black-box meta-classifier also outperforms the confidence score test, which is expected as meta-classifiers (e.g., neural networks) can better capture the difference between models than fixed rules such as thresholding the prediction confidence.

**White-box attacks.** Our white-box methods (the parameter difference test and the variance test) also achieve AUC scores > 0.9 when ≥ 20 training samples are with the target property. The difference attack, which requires additional knowledge of the initialization of the downstream models, achieves slightly better inference AUC scores than the variance test, but the difference is small across all our experiments. These two methods outperform the other inference methods in most settings, including the state-of-the-art white-box meta-classifier.

**White-box meta-classifier vs. Black-box meta-classifier.** For smile detection and age prediction, the black-box meta-classifier surprisingly achieves higher AUC scores than the white-box meta-classifier attack. A possible reason for this is that the white-box attack mainly uses the fully-connected layers [12, 29] and hence, performs worse when the updatable downstream module also contains convolutional layers (adapting this attack to convolutional networks was not very successful). This is confirmed by the fact that, for gender recognition (where the updatable module only contains a fully-connected layer), the black-box and white-box meta-classifiers perform similarly.

**Attacks of AUC scores < 0.5.** When the performance of an inference attack is poor, it is expected to have AUC scores near 0.5 (close to random guessing). However, we find that there are few attack settings with AUC scores consistently below 0.5. Appendix A.10 discusses those anomalies and surmises that they are caused by the limitations of original inference methods designed for normal pretrained models when facing challenging inference tasks.

### 8. Stealthier Manipulation

The attack described in Section 4 introduces obvious artifacts in the pretrained model, which can be utilized for detection by a downstream model trainer aware of the risks
posed by our attacks. We first present two detection methods (Section 8.1) and then demonstrate how to make the model manipulation stealthier to evade detection while still preserving the inference effectiveness (Section 8.2 and Section 8.3). We assume the downstream trainer is aware of the possibility of the attack and its design, but does not know the property targeted by the adversary, as this is specific to an attacker’s goal and the set of possible properties can be exponentially large for a rich training set.

8.1. Detecting Manipulated Pretrained Models

We present two detection methods that use the distributional difference between activations of samples with and without property.

Checking the Distribution of Activations. Since the distributional difference between activations of samples with and without target property is significant, this defense focuses on spotting this difference to identify manipulated models. A method to identify the distributional difference needs to be designed based on the attack method used. For the original zero-activation attacks in Section 4.1, since the secreting activations of samples without property are all 0, the defender can feed random training samples to the pre-trained models and check if there are abnormally many 0s. This approach is feasible since samples of target property have limited presence in the downstream training set and hence, most samples will not have the property. Since detecting the zero-activation attack is trivial using this method, we do not conduct any experiments with this.

Anomaly Detection. Since the target property has a limited presence in the downstream training set, another defense would be treating samples with the target property as outliers and then analyzing those outliers to find manipulations. Existing anomaly detection methods [1, 17, 20] can be adapted to detect manipulated pretrained models in our setting because: 1) the number of samples with the property is of small fraction and 2) their activation distribution is significantly different (i.e., outliers) from the distribution for samples without the property. The auditor can inspect model activations for all of its training data and identify outliers (ideally, samples with target property) with anomaly detection. The auditor can then inspect identified outliers and may find commonalities to identify the potential target property. For instance, they may find that a small fraction of the training data produce unusual model activations, and then notice that most of that data has a particular property such as belonging to a specific individual or group.

We consider three common anomaly detection methods: K-means [20], PCA [1] and Spectre [17] (where Spectre is the current state-of-the-art) and we report the detection results from the three defenses. Appendix A.12 gives details of these methods. The detection results on the zero-activation attack are given in Figure 11 in the appendix.

Anomaly detection is very effective at identifying the samples with target property. For example, for the gender recognition and smile detection tasks, the detection rate is over 80% in most cases. These results motivate the design of stealthier attacks which we describe next.

8.2. Stealthier Model Manipulation

To evade the defense that checks the distribution of activations, we modify our zero-activation attack to ensure: (1) secreting activations for samples without the property are also non-zero (bypassing simple defense of checking abnormal zeros); (2) secreting activations of samples with and without target property are still distinct (the attack is still effective); (3) that distinction between activations should not be captured by anomaly detection methods (evading anomaly detection); (4) the actual distribution of activations that matches the attacker’s goal cannot be easily guessed by the defender (handling cases when the defender actively searches other patterns in the distribution of activations).

For (1) and (2), we adapt the loss in Equation 3 as

\[
\alpha \cdot \max(||f(x) \circ m|| - ||f(x) \circ \neg m||, 0) \quad \text{if } y_i = 0 \\
\beta \cdot \max(\lambda \cdot ||f(x) \circ \neg m|| - ||f(x) \circ m||, 0) \quad \text{if } y_i = 1
\]

(4)

where \( \lambda \geq 1 \). (1): The case of \( y_i = 0 \) is redefined to bypass the detection of abnormal zeros. Minimizing this new loss ensures that samples without the target property will have secreting activations \( (f(x) \circ m) \) with (close-to-normal) non-zero values. (2): to ensure the property is still detectable, we actively increase the difference between the secreting activations of samples with and without property. We observe that, for upstream models with reasonable performance on the main task, non-secreting activations \( (f(x) \circ \neg m) \) have similar amplitude regardless of the fed samples containing target property. Therefore, for samples with target property, as long as we ensure the secreting activations have a larger amplitude than that of non-secreting activations, there will be a distinction between secreting activations of samples with and without property. We do this by assigning larger values to \( \lambda \) (e.g., \( \lambda \geq 1 \), instead of the original \( \lambda > 0 \)) for the second line of Equation 4 to induce sharper distinction between samples with and without property and enable higher inference performance.

To prevent detection by anomaly detectors (requirement (3) above), \( \lambda \) should be set to balance the attack effectiveness and stealthiness rightly. By choosing proper values for \( \lambda \), our attack is able to evade anomaly detection methods in most settings. However, in some settings (mostly in gender recognition tasks), state-of-the-art anomaly detection (Spectre) can still identify most of the samples with target property. To counter this, we add an additional regularization term (weighted by parameter \( \gamma \)) to the overall loss function \( l(x, y, y_i) \) in Equation 2 that further improves attack stealthiness while still maintaining relatively high at-
Figure 2. Inference AUC scores of the stealthier design. Since the secreting activations are no longer zero, the inference methods based on difference or variance tests are no longer applicable. The inference results of specific individuals for smile detection and age prediction also show similar improvement compared to the baseline settings (Figure 19 in the appendix). The downstream training sets contain 10,000 samples and inference results of 5,000 samples are similar and given in Figure 17 in the appendix.

8.3. Experiments with Stealthy Attacks

Detection Evasion. Figure 16 (in the appendix) summarizes the results of our experiments to detect the stealthy upstream models (Appendix A.13 provides details on these experiments). We find that the anomaly detection methods are ineffective against our stealthier attack—< 10% of samples with the target property are detected across all settings with the exception of a detection rate < 20% (still low) for smile detection when the total number of samples is 5,000 and 100 or 150 of them are with the target property. We also made several attempts to approximately identify (instead of brute-force search) possible attack patterns in the activations but none of these succeeded in uncovering the stealthy attacks (details are in Appendix A.14).

Inference Results. From Figure 2, we can see that activation manipulation still leads to significantly improved inference results compared to the baselines with normally trained upstream models. For example, for gender recognition, when ≥ 50 downstream training samples have the target property, inference AUC scores exceed 0.95, which is a huge improvement compared to the baseline attack where AUC is less than 0.6, and similar trends follow for smile detection (with over 100 samples with property, AUC improves from < 0.6 to > 0.78) and age prediction (with over 100 samples with property, AUC improves from < 0.77 to > 0.9). Comparing the results for the stealthier attacks to the results that do not consider defenses in Figure 1, we observe that the attack effectiveness declines as expected since we are now trading-off attack effectiveness for stealthiness. Training models with the attack goal poses negligible impact on the model performance (accuracy drop < 0.9%, see Appendix A.6).

9. Conclusion

Our work demonstrates how a malicious upstream trainer can manipulate its training process to amplify property inference risks for downstream models when transfer learning is done. Our empirical results show that such manipulations can be exploited to enable very precise property inference, even in black-box settings, across a variety of tasks. Although there is potential for a new arms race between methods of hiding manipulations and methods of detecting them, the larger lesson from this work, and other works exposing similar risks, is that it is important that users of pretrained models to only use models from trusted providers.
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